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Paper machines
have been continuously getting wider and faster though the remarkable change in the drying section has not been taken place in terms of the basic drying theory and the mechanical structure since the multiple drying cylinder system was developed.
As the latest paper making technology, highlighting the paper making technology with high speed machine, I'd like to introduce some results of our study on dryer fabrics, especially, on the structure, airpermeability, surface smoothness and light reflecting character on dryer fabrics for single tier drying system which will be the mainstream of the future paper making machines.
In connection with this single tier drying, the drying system that incorporates both single tier drying-cylinders and air caps is also refered to.I also report about the running stability of dryer fabrics and the disposition of felt rolls which enable the paper side of dryer fabrics not to touch on felt rolls, which is one of the effective measures to solve such problems as picking and sheet break caused by contamination on dryer fabrics.
Besides above, I also report the correlation between surface smoothness, boundary layer air of dryer fabrics and the device for sheet running stability as well as the methods for stable operation of dryer fabrics and high performance materials for dryer fabrics.
